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By Montague Whitsel

Authorhouse. Paperback. Condition: New. 628 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.9in. x 1.8in.This is the
story of the loss and reclamation of a house, the story of how one family scattered by a tragic fire
reunites 30 years later to once again dwell together in a deep and poetic way. It begins as visitants
to the burned-out husk of the house that was once a home--the old Whittier House on Deer Hill--
recollect lives lived before the fire, and are then inspired to build a new home, re-establishing
community around its symbolic Hearth as the extended family begins to return to the hill. This book
is about Life-Together-in-Earth-and-Spirit: how it is found, how it can be lost, and how it may be
reclaimed amidst and despite all of the things that can and do happen to us in the course of life.
Ultimately, it is a text filled with ruminations on and explorations of the ways in which we dwell
together humanely in the Earth. The stories, poetry, and essays herein, set in the imagined
landscape of Ross County, Pennsylvania, form a conceptual, spiral labyrinth around the central
concepts of Heart and Hearth. As Heart stands for the spiritual and existential center...
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The best pdf i possibly go through. it was writtern quite properly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Miss Sienna  Fa y Jr .-- Miss Sienna  Fa y Jr .

I actually began reading this article pdf. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time (that's what
catalogues are for concerning should you request me).
-- Ena  K lein MD-- Ena  K lein MD
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